8479 LEGO TECHNIC Barcode Truck. This monster of a truck includes a new powerful LEGO TECHNIC electric motor and a Programmable Scanner which allows functions to be read and programmed into the vehicle. Realistic sounds can be heard which are generated by the scanner. The 8479 will build 3 other alternative models. There is the 6 wheeled truck with radar, a buggy designed for rough terrain and a robot. From 11 years.
8480 LEGO TECHNIC Space Shuttle Colorado with Fibre Optics. This set offers the ultimate building challenge. With its Fibre Optic System you can make the fuel pipes glow in the dark and two motors activate the opening of the hatches, the lifting and turning of the Canadian arm and also opens the satellite’s wings as it is positioned out in space. If that’s not enough you can build a gigantic submarine and use the motors for other functions. From 11 years.

8456 LEGO TECHNIC Multi Racer Set (with Fibre Optics). From this set you can build a Pontoon Helicopter, a Dragster and a Swamp Boat with V4 motor or a Giant Mosquito and a robot. All the models can be made to glow in the dark using the Fibre Optic System. The Helicopter can be motorised with set number 8270. From 10 years.
8735 LEGO TECHNIC Advanced Power Pack. This motor will fit with all new 1997 LEGO TECHNIC Advanced sets 8414, 8459, 8479 and 8437. The set includes a motor, battery box, cable and elements from which you can build an experimental vehicle, helicopter or a crane. From 7 years.

8443 LEGO TECHNIC Pneumatic Logger
You operate the crane and grab by means of pneumatics, and you steer the 6 wheels by the flashing light on the roof. Can be motorised with set no. 8720. From 10 years.

8459 LEGO TECHNIC Power Machine with Pneumatic Tank with new pneumatic airtank for storage of surplus compressed air which can then be used for loading and unloading, heavy duty tyres and giant shovel. The power machine can be motorised with set no 8735. Also includes building instructions for pneumatic forest tractor. From 11 years.
Advanced

From 9 years

8414 LEGO TECHNIC Sierra Nevada IV with great suspension, V2 motor and hefty all terrain tyres in the front and caterpillar tread at the rear. Also builds a robot which can be motorised with set number 8735. From 9 years.

8422 LEGO TECHNIC V-Twin Super Bike with suspension on both wheels and a chain driven, two cylinder engine. Includes building instructions for a Dragster which can be motorised with set 8720. From 9 years.

8408 LEGO TECHNIC V2 Sport Star with differential gear, air filled tyres, V2 engine and front wheel steering. Also builds a hefty roadster, which can be motorised with set 8720. From 9 years.

8437 LEGO TECHNIC Sahara Blaster with rear suspension, 4 cylinder V motor and hefty all terrain tyres. The V motor can be removed and replaced with the 8735 motor. Also builds a radar vehicle. From 10 years.
8223 LEGO TECHNIC
Powerboat Columbia
Propeller driven via gear ratio. Also builds a light helicopter which can be motorised with set 8720. From 8 years.

8299 LEGO TECHNIC NAUTILUS WITH
CD ROM. A realistic submarine with deep sea scooter and pneumatic system which enables deep exploration of the ocean bed. Building instructions are included both in print and on a new CD Rom. The CD ROM also includes building instructions for a number of other models and special LEGO TECHNIC hot tips. See below for further details of our brand new CD ROM. The CD ROM is compatible with Macintosh, IBM, Windows 3.11 and Windows 95. From 9 years.

CD ROM
The set comes with printed building instructions as well instructions on a brand new CD ROM. The CD ROM takes you:
- on a guided tour of a submarine base
- to your building instructions for your submarine and
- building instructions for a scientific base plus 5 smaller models
- gives you information on the creatures of the sea
- and information on all the LEGO TECHNIC sets available for 1997
8222 LEGO TECHNIC VTOL with adjustable propellers and wings for vertical take-off and landing. Also builds a hovercraft which can be motorised with set 8720. From 8 years.

8062 LEGO TECHNIC Briefcase Set with instructions to build a motorbike transporter, a twin rotor helicopter, a six wheel loader with four wheel drive and three exciting smaller models. Great briefcase for storage. From 9 years.

8032 LEGO TECHNIC Multi Functional Starter Set with spongy all terrain tyres. From 8 years.

8286 LEGO TECHNIC Amphipower Two-seat amphibium with trailer and helicopter. Amphibium has rack-and-pinion steering, great suspension, winch and crane. The helicopter has a ducted fan rear motor and a camera installed. The car can be motorised with set 8720. The set also builds a submarine transport. From 9 years.
8720 LEGO TECHNIC 9V MOTOR SET. Contains 9V motor, battery box and assorted LEGO TECHNIC components. The motor can be built into many TECHNIC models. From 7 years.

8232 LEGO TECHNIC Eagle I with moving propellers. Also builds a racing car which can be motorised with set 8720. From 8 years.

8277 LEGO TECHNIC Robochopper. A fun model which you can build in sections. Each section builds to form a robot or when taken apart smaller models can be constructed. Also builds a helicopter and sabre cat which can be motorised with set no 8720. From 8 years.

8216 LEGO TECHNIC Team Octan with steering. Also builds an alternative vehicle which can be motorised with set 8720. From 7 years.

8205 LEGO TECHNIC Elastic Turboc with elastic for power. Also includes building instructions for two other vehicles. From 7 years.

Includes Poster
LEGO Technic

Startet
From 7 years

8207 LEGO TECHNIC Hawaiian Beach Racer with spring suspension. Also builds a racing car which is motorised with set no 8720. From 7 years.

8244 LEGO TECHNIC Transformer Set
Instructions for 9 models built up from 3 basic modules which can be snapped together. The models include a helicopter, breakdown truck, a trike, sports car and snow scooter. The modules can be interchanged easily. From 8 years.

8210 LEGO TECHNIC GTX 500 with steering and rear wheel suspension. Also builds an off-road Trike which can be motorised with set 8720. From 7 years.

8230 LEGO TECHNIC Miami Beach Patrol with rack-and-pinion steering. The set also builds a rescue vehicle which can be motorised with set 8720. From 8 years.

8225 LEGO TECHNIC Super Kart with steering and a single-cylinder piston engine. Also includes building instructions for a helicopter which can be motorised with 8720. From 7 years.
6836 Xhyper vessel with Techdroid II. From 5 years

6915 Xabductor complete with Alien and Techdroid II this vehicle is equipped with newly decorated heat sensitive elements and other special features. From 7 years.

6900 Xvader with holographic and heat sensitive elements. The Alien completes the set. From 7 years.

Includes Poster

6979 Xinterstella Voyager
A large spaceship with micro motor to operate the Fibre Optic System and a battery box that gives power to light up the control bridge. The Voyager and crew are a potential threat to the survival of the human race. Will their new way of life and futuristic communication processes cause the destruction of life as we know it? From 8 years.
6975 Xalienator  UFO complete with magnet that can lift the smaller UFO from its base to reveal the Alien Force and Techdroid I. The smaller UFO gives access to the control bridge and the larger UFO has two areas for control and communication purposes. It also gives storage space for the small land vehicle. With Aliens breaking through our protective space barriers will humans survive the new onslaught from outer space? From 8 years.

6829 Xdiscoverer with Techdroid I.
From 6 years.

6818 Xcyber with Techdroid I.
From 5 years.

Includes Poster
4559 High Speed Train Starter Set  Includes plug-in transformer, speed regulator and connector cord. A great introduction to our 9 volt train range. From 7 years.

4532 Level Crossing  With control tower, platform and gates. From 7 years.

4531 Manual Points  With track. From 7 years.

4520 Curved Rails (EIGHT)  From 7 years.

4515 Straight Rails (EIGHT)  From 7 years.
SHIPS

From 6 years

4002 Power Boat Floats on water. From 6 years.

4012 Police Harbour Patrol Floats on water, with video camera for speed patrolling. From 6 years.

4022 Coast Guard Floats on water with 2-seat cockpit. From 7 years.

MODEL TEAM

From 9-16 years

5571 ‘Black Cat’ Realistic truck interior including sleeping area. From 11 years.

5561 LEGO SYSTEM Big Foot with doors that open, seats that can be adjusted and moveable wing mirrors. This vehicle can be steered using the element on top of the cab. From 10 years.
6560 Coral Reef This set has three main sections:
1. An unfolding ocean base.
2. The ship which includes a telescopic crane and diver’s cage.
3. A submarine used for deep sea exploration. From 8 years.

6441 Calypso Base Deep sea exploration has never been so much fun. From 8 years.

6442 Oceanquest Divers can use the submarine for deep sea exploration. To help them keep a record of their findings this set also includes an underwater camera. From 7 years.
6559 Tooth Cavern For real treasure seekers this set has everything you need:
1. The ship which contains a small laboratory.
2. The submarine which has adjustable cameras and searchlights.
3. A small treasure carrier vehicle.
4. The ocean floor where a net camouflages the entrance to the treasure cave.
5. For real exploration of the deep the whale’s skeleton holds many a story. From 8 years.

6556 Scuba Team From 6 years.

6558 Treasure Dive The ocean floor is packed with treasure waiting to be discovered by divers who use their underwater scooter for easy travelling. The divers’ ship has a hoistable crane to raise and lower the cage into the water. The ship’s radar is moveable. From 7 years.
**AQUAZONE**

**AQUANAUTS**

**Aquanaut Turbo Amphib**
Can wheel, walk, grab or attack. From 7 years.

**Aquanaut Octopod**
From 5 years.

**Aqua Dome 7**
The Aquanaut operation base where the crystals are collected, but beware of the Octopus. From 9 years.

**Aquasharks**

**Aquashark Sea Wolf**
Armed with flippers, knives, harpoons and magnets, the Sea Wolf can leave the base as a submarine and carry the scooter in its mouth. From 8 years.

**Aquashark Sneaker**
From 6 years.

**Aquashark Dart**
From 5 years.

**Brigand's Lair**
From 5 years.
6280 'The Santa Cruz' A world of exciting adventures can develop with sharks, nets, trap doors and so much more. From 8 years.

6289 'The Marauder' with working sails. The ship is full of surprises and traps for the soldiers and you! From 8 years.

6495 Baron Blomberg and his bat plane. Always at the ready to scare budding time travellers away. From 7 years.

6496 Commodore Schmidt's Flying Spook Crazy things happen when the Time Cruisers fly the turbo plane. From 8 years.

6491 Time Cruiser Scooty 2025 Complete with propellers. Suitable for short time travel trips. From 6 years.

6497 Spooky Train Gang with ghosts jumping up and down, chains that rattle, skeletons that perform daring acts, this really is a spooky gang! From 9 years.
Castle

**6027 Hubble Bubble's Balista.** From 6 years.

**6007 Count Batlord and dragon.** From 5 years.

**6047 Batlord's Prison.** The prison can be removed from its transport. The bars of the prison can be raised and lowered for easy access. From 7 years.

**Includes Poster**

**6087 The Evil Mountain** where Hubble Bubble's spells are cast. Complete with trap doors, tipping stone which closes the entrance to the prison, skeleton and dragon. From 7 years.
6037 Hubble Bubble’s Dragonair. A crazy flying boat to transport Hubble Bubble to new worlds. From 6 years.

6097 Count Batlord’s Kingdom. The castle is full of trap doors, secret passages and rotating walls to protect the magic book, located in Hubble Bubble’s tower, from intruders. So much is going on in Count Batlord’s Kingdom that you could write your own magic book on it. From 8 years.
6761 Digger's Gold Mine. The gold diggers protect their gold from visiting cavalry. From 7 years.

6712 Rustler's Retreat. From 5 years.

6765 Silver City. Silver City, where the stagecoach comes to a stop outside the city bank and general store. Life is tough in Silver City. From 8 years.

6716 Supply Waggon and Field Gun. A cavalry man with waggon and horse. From 6 years.

6769 Fort Apache. The home of the seventh cavalry. A real fort with a number of figures and horses prepared to tackle any trouble in the Wild West. From 8 years.
6755 Sheriff Duke. Sheriff Duke guards his prisoner in jail. Includes a number of figures and a horse. From 7 years.

6746 Snake Creek complete with chief, Indians, wigwam and totem pole. From 7 years.

6706 Colonel Jefferson and his men. From 5 years.

6709 Big Chief Rattle Snake. From 5 years.

6718 Medicine Spring includes Indian medicine man and totem pole. From 6 years.

6766 Big Chief Rattle Snake’s Camp. The home of the Indian tribe. Complete with Indians, wigwams, canoes and all their belongings. From 8 years.
**TOWN**

**From 5 years**

- 6565 Construction Crew. From 5 years.
- 6518 Beach Patrol. From 6 years.
- 6566 Security Express. From 5 years.
- 6546 F1 Racer. From 5 years.
- 6545 The ‘Red Eagle’. From 7 years.
- 6335 F1 Road Transport. With three Formula 1 racing cars. The Octan transport trailer is loaded with tools and spare parts. From 7 years.
- 6554 Fire Station. From 5 years.
- 6490 Crocodile Creek. Be careful as you traverse the bridge as the crocodile lurks beneath, waiting for someone to make that first mistake. Your expedition vehicle is packed full of essential equipment. From 7 years.
- 6486 Fire Ranger. From 5 years.
- 6563 The Gold Gang with equipment for fast transportation – just in case. From 7 years.
- 6625 City Police. Controls the traffic in your town. From 6 years.
6548 Octan Service Station From 5 years.

6649 Street Sweeper From 6 years.

6549 Police Road Block From 5 years.

6611 Dumper and Digger From 7 years.

6545 Police Response Unit Ready for action in the air, land and water. From 7 years.

6569 Outback Challenge From 6 years.

6516 Moon Buggy From 5 years.

6503 Refuse Truck From 5 years.

6717 Jet Skier From 5 years.

6598 Police Headquarters and Prison In the Police Headquarters you will find all the latest equipment to combat crime. From 8 years.